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MODOS Spring Programme 2022

The MODOS Programme

The MODOS Spring Programme is brought to you by Dublin City Council and
Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council and is funded by the Environmental
Protection Agency, and targeted at businesses based in Dublin City and Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown areas.

While most businesses realise that sustainability is important, it can be difficult to
know how to start and where to find reliable information.

Dates:
Choose from

• 2nd March 2022 – 30th March 2022
• 9th March 2022 – 6th April 2022

I attended the Dublin MODOS Circular Economy
Programme in September and October 2020.
The programme was an introduction to incorporating
circular economy principles into sustainable business.

The MODOS team provided invaluable and practical
information in the webinars on sustainability and the panel
discussions with other attendees were engaging. I would
have no hesitation recommending the programme to any
SME looking to improve their knowledge of the circular
economy as well as future proofing your business
post-covid Ray Gilmore, Tetrarch Capital

MODOS is a best-in-class interactive circular economy training and mentoring
programme designed to help micro-enterprises and
SMEs improve sustainability efficiently and
effectively while fostering innovation
and profitability. In addition, MODOS
helps businesses to promote their
sustainability credentials and realise
new business opportunities.
Delivered by top sustainable
business experts, MODOS offers
businesses the knowledge
and confidence to integrate
circular economy principles into
services, products, operations
and communications.

MODOS helped me to apply circular economy
principles in my business. I was able to appraise
in real terms, how small changes in processes
can yield big results (and higher margins).
Completing the MODOS programme was an
important step in working towards the goal of
carbon neutrality for my company John Burke,
Burke’s of Rathnew Homevalue

Training Supports Include:
• Free taster session
• 4 interactive training modules (maximum participants 20)
• Post-module Q&A sessions
• A peer-to-peer networking session
• One-to-one mentoring session on your chosen topic
• Resource efficiency methodologies to help cost savings

Subsidised training at €150 per business (1 attendee)

• Marketing/Communication Toolkits

Early bird offer of €75 if booked before
Friday February 25th 2022
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MODOS benefits for your business
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The MODOS Spring Programme 2022

Get expert guidance on sustainable practices and circular economy
Improve environmental performance
Identify new business opportunities and customer segments
Upskill and engage staff
Reduce costs, through improved efficiencies
Communicate green credentials to customers
Network with peers and the extended MODOS community

Is my Business Eligible for the
MODOS Spring Programme
The information and guidance provided during
2022?
Modos is designed for microenterprises and SMEs in all sectors
wishing to use the information
to make their products and/
or operations more circular and
sustainable. The MODOS Spring
Programme 2022 is targeted at
businesses in the Dublin City and Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown areas.

MODOS was instantly practical. The course
resources are relevant to every organisation, no
matter where they are on their sustainability
journey. GreenAware would highly recommend
this programme to anyone looking to future
proof their business Kate Purcell, Green Aware

• The MODOS Spring Programme 2022 will cover the following topics:
• Circular Economy Introduction
• Supply Chain Sustainability
• Resource Efficiency
• Understanding Carbon Emissions &Carbon Foot-printing
• Design Thinking and Innovation
• Staff and Customer Engagement
• These topics will be explored over 4 modules, of 2.5 hrs duration each with an
additional 30 minutes during which trainers are available to answer questions
from participants
• The programme will take place online
• A small group size (approx. 20) will ensure the programme can be tailored
and targeted to your business needs
• A one-on-one 60 mins mentoring session will be offered to businesses who
have completed all four modules.

MODOS has taught us the value
and creativity inherent in the new way of
working within the circular economy! It’s
also a great space to meet like-minded
people and organisations, which is great for
sparking conversations and collaborations.
Growing our networks and embracing
industrial symbiosis is a core circular
principle, and MODOS is a great stepping
stone towards that. Highly recommended Megan Best, Native Events
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Businesses eligible for the
MODOS Spring Programme 2022:

• A networking session will facilitate peer-to-peer learning and sharing
experiences with other businesses

• Between 1 and 250 employees
• Based in the Dublin City or Dún
Laoghaire-Rathdown local
authority areas
• All sectors

• A free MODOS taster session will take place to help you decide if the MODOS
Spring Programme 2022 works for your business

Please note that this
programme is not suitable
as a professional or business
development course for
environmental or business
consultancy firms.

Apply here: www.modos.ie

Further information on the application process can
be found at www.modos.ie
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MODOS expert trainers
MODOS is delivered by Ireland’s most experienced and reputable sustainable
business experts:
Clearstream Solutions specialises in consulting and training for business in
Corporate Sustainability, Carbon Management and Circular Economy.
Clearstream Solutions has a strong local and international client base and has
extensive knowledge and expertise in this specialist area.
SustainabilityWorks is a sustainability consultancy working with businesses, public
sector bodies, and nonprofits to accelerate Ireland’s shift to a sustainable future.
The SustainabilityWorks team has two decades of experience working across
many sectors on a range of environmental and social issues, from climate
change, to diversity and inclusion, to community energy and engagement.
SustainabilityWorks has a multi-disciplinary approach combining expertise in
sustainability strategy, policy, communications, innovation and finance.
The Clean Technology Centre at Munster Technological University provides
consultancy and training to organisations in all key areas of sustainability,
specialising in Resource Efficiency. CTC scientists and engineers provide
expertise in the identification and implementation of resource efficient and
sustainable options in a wide range of manufacturing and service sectors.
Change by Degrees is a sustainability consultancy with over 20 years
international experience in climate and environment strategy, communications
and employee and customer engagement. They provide tailored advice and
training to companies wishing to communicate their environmental impact with
authenticity.

Website: Modos.ie
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